Quasi-geostrophic theory forms the basis for much of our understanding of mid-latitude atmospheric dynamics. e theory is typically presented in either its f -plane form or its β-plane form. However, for many applications, including diagnostic use in global climate modeling, a fully spherical version would be most useful. Such a global theory does in fact exist and has for many years, but few in the scienti c community seem to have ever been aware of it. In the context of shallow water dynamics, it is shown that the spherical version of quasigeostrophic theory is easily derived (re-derived) based on a partitioning of the ow between nondivergent and irrotational components, as opposed to a partitioning between geostrophic and ageostrophic components. In this way, the invertibility principle is expressed as a relation between the streamfunction and the potential vorticity, rather than between the geopotential and the potential vorticity. is global theory is then extended by showing that the invertibility principle can be solved analytically using spheroidal harmonic transforms, an advancement that greatly improves the usefulness of this "forgotten" theory. When the governing equation for the time evolution of the potential vorticity is linearized about a state of rest, a simple Rossby-Haurwitz wave dispersion relation is derived and examined. ese waves have a horizontal structure described by spheroidal harmonics, and the Rossby-Haurwitz wave frequencies are given in terms of the eigenvalues of the spheroidal harmonic operator. Except for sectoral harmonics with low zonal wavenumber, the quasi-geostrophic RossbyHaurwitz frequencies agree very well with those calculated from the primitive equations. One of the many possible applications of spherical quasi-geostrophic theory is to the study of quasi-geostrophic turbulence on the sphere. In this context, the theory is used to derive an anisotropic Rhines barrier in three-dimensional wavenumber space.
Introduction
One of the barriers to progress in tropical dynamics is the underdeveloped state of potential vorticity (PV) arguments and interpretations of balanced tropical ows. While it is true that certain aspects of tropical ows, such as the inertia-gravity wave and Kelvin wave contributions, are not controlled by the evolving PV eld, it is also true that a major part of many tropical ows is quasi-geostrophic in character and under control of the PV eld (Schubert and Masarik ). Quasigeostrophic theory is typically developed and applied in either its f -plane form or its β-plane form. A fully spherical version would help provide a uni ed view of midlatitude and tropical disturbances and would be very useful for a number of applications, including diagnostic use in global climate modeling. e existence of such a spherical version, however, was unknown to most in the scienti c community (including the authors of this paper). It wasn't until a er we had successfully derived a fully spherical version of quasi-geostrophic theory, that we discovered that this theory was not actually new, but in fact had been formulated long ago by Kuo ( , see his equations and ) and (more clearly) by Charney and Stern ( , see their equation . ) . Both of these groups actually derived the spherical version for a fully strati ed atmosphere, but these results easily lead to the same shallow water version as is presented here. For some reason these early results were not well known or were forgotten. It is interesting that even Charney and Stern ( ) did not reference Kuo ( ) even though both groups had ties to the same institution. e purpose of this paper is to re-introduce the scienti c community to a fully spherical version of quasi-geostrophic theory and then to advance the usefulness of this theory through the application of spheroidal harmonics, to test this theory by comparing Rossby-Haurwitz wave dispersion results with those from the primitive equations, and to apply it to the study of turbulence on the sphere. In Section we present the shallow water version of this theory by showing our derivation of it, a derivation that involves the direct approximation of the exact PV equation. is approach is more direct than that taken by Kuo and by Charney and Stern, but leads to the same fundamental result. Although the resulting PV conservation relation is nonlinear, the associated invertibility principle is linear and involves an elliptic "spheroidal operator." is latter observation allows us to advance this theory as discussed in Section , for it enables us to solve the invertibility principle analytically using spheroidal harmonics. One way to assess the accuracy of the global quasigeostrophic theory is to derive its Rossby-Haurwitz wave frequencies and then compare them with the "exact" frequencies obtained numerically from the primitive equations. Such a test of the theory is performed in Section .
ere are many applications in which global quasi-geostrophic theory can provide new insights. e study of quasi-geostrophic turbulence and the emergence of zonal jets is one such application as presented in Section . For this problem, global quasigeostrophic theory provides a simple framework to generalize the concept of the anisotropic Rhines barrier. Finally, some historical remarks are given in Section .
Shallow water quasi-geostrophic theory on the sphere
In order to provide a simple and straightforward derivation of spherical quasi-geostrophic theory, consider motions of a shallow water uid on the sphere. Using spherical coordinates (λ, ϕ) we can write the shallow water primitive equations as
where u is the eastward component of velocity, v the northward component, h the deviation of the uid depth from the global mean depthh, Ω the earth's rotation rate, a the earth's radius, g the acceleration of gravity, and
the material derivative. e potential vorticity equation, derived from ( . )-( . ), is
where P is the potential vorticity given by P =h h + h Ω sin ϕ + ∂v a cos ϕ∂λ − ∂(u cos ϕ) a cos ϕ∂ϕ
with µ = sin ϕ and ψ denoting the streamfunction for the nondivergent part of the ow
e derivations given in Kuo ( ) and Charney and Stern ( ) involve approximation of the vorticity and thermodynamic equations. Here we follow a more direct route via the potential vorticity equation ( . ). We rst assume h ≪h and then approximate ( . ) by
where q is the potential vorticity anomaly. Next, we need to formulate a balance condition between the mass eld h and the nondivergent wind eld ψ. Such a balance condition will convert ( . ) into an invertibility principle, i.e., a relation between q and either h or ψ. Following the arguments of Kuo ( ) and Charney and Stern ( ), we now assume (i) that ψ and h are related by the linear balance condition
and (ii) that Ωµ can be considered as slowly varying, so that ( . ) can be simpli ed to
from which the local linear balance condition gh = Ωµψ ( . ) then follows. Using ( . ) and approximating the advecting velocity in ( . ) by (u ψ , v ψ ), substitution of ( . ) into ( . )
where
is now the quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity anomaly, and where
is Lamb's parameter, which, according to the second equality, can be interpreted as the square of the ratio of the earth's radius to the Rossby radius of deformation. Equations ( . ) and ( . ) form a closed system in q and ψ, and they constitute the shallow water version of global quasi-geostrophic theory. Note that the term "quasi-geostrophic theory" is used here in a general sense, since the relation between the mass eld and the nondivergent wind eld given by ( . ) is not strictly equivalent to geostrophic balance. e term "local linear balance theory" might also be appropriate. e system ( . )-( . ) possesses a reasonable total energy principle, which is discussed in Section .
Spheroidal harmonics
e PV conservation relation ( . ) is nonlinear, but the invertibility principle ( . ) is linear and can be solved analytically using spheroidal harmonics.
e introduction of spheroidal harmonics will allow for straightforward analyses of the dispersion properties of Rossby-Haurwitz waves (Section ) and the cascades of energy and potential enstrophy (Section ). e spheroidal harmonics S mn (ε; λ, µ) satisfy
where m is the zonal wavenumber, n is the total wavenumber, and −α mn (ε) a is the eigenvalue of the operator ∇ −εµ a . Spheroidal harmonics have the separable form
which, when substituted in ( . ), yields the ordinary di erential equation
for the meridional structure functions S mn (ε; µ). Equation ( . In a continuously strati ed model the shallow water mean uid depthh is replaced by a set of equivalent depths, and a wide range of Lamb's parameters is then possible (including negative ε for forced problems). As shown in Table , values of ε ranging between and , lead to meaningful equivalent depths (Fulton and Schubert ). Unfortunately, for general ε, closed form expressions for α mn (ε) and S mn (ε; µ) are not available. However, very accurate approximations of α mn (ε) and S mn (ε; µ) can be obtained by the procedure described in Appendix A (based on Hodge ). We have used this procedure to produce Tables -, which display values of α mn (ε) for ε = , , , . ese tables are in excellent agreement with the abbreviated (m ≤ ) tables given by Abramowitz and Stegun ( , -) . Version of the Mathematica so ware package now has built-in support for computing spheroidal harmonic eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, a feature that was also used to verify the results given in Tables -. Although closed form expressions for α mn (ε) and S mn (ε; µ) are not available for general values of ε, there are certain special cases where closed form expressions or asymptotic approximations are available. For example, when ε = , the spheroidal harmonic eigenvalues become independent of m. In that case, α mn ( ) = n(n + ) and the spheroidal harmonics reduce to the spherical harmonics, i.e.,
is the associated Legendre function, with P n (µ) denoting the ordinary Legendre polynomial. In this special case (ε = ), we see from ( . ) that there is no distinction between vorticity and potential vorticity, so that the shallow water, quasigeostrophic model reduces to the nondivergent barotropic model. Approximate formulas for α mn (ε) are also available, including a power series formula valid for small values of ε and an asymptotic formula valid for large values of ε. e latter formula is of most interest here since we shall be dealing with values of ε that are greater than or equal to . e rst few terms of the asymptotic formula yield
e extension of this asymptotic formula, accurate to O ε − , is given by Flammer ( , p. ) and Abramowitz and Stegun ( , p. ) . e derivation of the rst term in the asymptotic expansion ( . ) demonstrates the connection to equatorial β-plane theory and is given in Appendix B.
Even when ε ≠ the spherical harmonic eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are relevant.
is can be seen by noting that in ( . ) the order of magnitude of ∇ is n a , while the order of magnitude of εµ a is ε a . us, for the second term in ( . ) to be small compared with the rst, we must have n ≫ ε , in which case the spheroidal harmonics are closely approximated by the spherical harmonics. For ε = , , , this condition is n ≫ , , , . Note that in Table the upper row of eigenvalues α mn (ε) for n = and ε = are close to the spherical harmonic value of n(n + ) = . For ε = , , , values of n larger than those displayed in Tables -are required in order for the spheroidal harmonic eigenvalues to approach the spherical harmonic value of n(n + ). However, for a model with a truncation near n = , all the spheroidal harmonic eigenvalues and eigenfunctions near this truncation limit will be close to their corresponding spherical harmonic values.
e orthonormality relation for spheroidal harmonics is
or, in terms of S mn (ε; µ),
For a speci ed value of ε, the spheroidal harmonic transform pair for the potential vorticity is
adv-model-earth-syst.org Table 3 . As in Table 2 , but for ε = .
Eigenvalues: α mn (100) 
An identical transform pair exists for ψ mn (t) and ψ(λ, µ, t). Note that ( . ) can be obtained by multiplying ( . ) by S * m ′ n ′ (λ, µ; ε), integrating over the sphere, and using the orthonormality relation ( . ).
We now note the usefulness of spheroidal harmonic transforms in the solution of the invertibility principle ( . ). Substituting ( . ) and its companion for ψ into ( . ), and then using ( . ), we immediately obtain
which provides the spectral space algebraic inversion of the potential vorticity q mn to the streamfunction ψ mn . e simple, convenient form of ( . ) depends on the formulation of the invertibility principle ( . ) as a relation between ψ and q rather than a relation between h and q. Since gh = Ωµψ, the relation between h and q is more complicated and not so easily solved by transform methods. us, in the formulation Table 4 . As in Table 2 , but for ε = , .
Eigenvalues: α mn (1, 000) of quasi-geostrophic theory on the sphere, it is preferable to express the invertibility principle as a relation between ψ and q, and to partition the ow into nondivergent and irrotational components rather than geostrophic and ageostrophic components. is avoids the computation of geostrophic velocities at and near the equator.
Quasi-geostrophic Rossby-Haurwitz waves
Linearized Rossby-Haurwitz waves on a resting basic state are governed by ( . ) and the linearized version of ( . ). A resting basic state was chosen for simplicity and ease of comparison with shallow water primitive equation results, but it should be noted that the results shown here can also easily be extended to the case of a basic zonal ow with constant angular velocity. As is easily con rmed through the use of ( . ), the solutions for given values of m, n, and ε are
adv-model-earth-syst.org Table 5 . As in Table 2 , but for ε = , .
Eigenvalues: α mn (10, 000) 
where E is a normalization constant and
is the Rossby-Haurwitz wave frequency. Note that in this section q and ψ are now the physical space elds corresponding to a single spheroidal harmonic mode. Also note that the special case ε = , for which α mn ( ) = n(n + ), leads to the classical nondivergent barotropic model result
Although the monochromatic wave given by ( . ) and ( . ) has been derived as a solution of the linearized PV equation, it is also a solution of the nonlinear PV equation ( . ). To see this, note that since the solution ( . ) for the q eld and the solution ( . ) for the ψ eld di er only by a constant factor, the isolines of ψ are always parallel to the isolines of q, which means that the Jacobian term in ( . ) vanishes. In other words, ( . ) and ( . ) satisfy both the linear dynamical equations and the nonlinear dynamical equations. is result is a generalization of the results obtained by Craig ( ) and Neamtan ( ) for the nondivergent barotropic model (i.e., the ε = case).
Using the eigenvalues from the top half of Tables -in the Rossby-Haurwitz frequency formula ( . ), we obtain the dimensionless frequencies displayed in the bottom half of these tables and plotted in Fig. . Also displayed in parentheses in the bottom half of Tables -are the Rossby-Haurwitz wave frequencies computed by Longuet-Higgins ( ) for the shallow water primitive equations.
ese exact values are taken from Table of Longuet-Higgins' paper. A careful inspection of Tables -shows that the quasi-geostrophic Rossby-Haurwitz wave frequencies ( . ) are very good approximations to the primitive equation frequencies, with the exception of low zonal wavenumber sectoral harmonics, i.e., small m for n − m = . For example, in the case ε = , the largest errors are for n = m = ( % error) and n = m = ( . % error). One reason for these larger errors in the low zonal wavenumber sectoral harmonics is that the h and ψ elds vary as slowly as Ωµ, so that the assumptions involved in approximating the linear balance relation ( . ) by the local linear balance relation ( . ) begin to break down. A second reason is that, in the primitive equation model, the low zonal wavenumber sectoral harmonics involve a combination of gravity wave dynamics and potential vorticity dynamics, and the quasi-geostrophic model is only able to accurately capture the potential vorticity part of the dynamics.
e streamfunction solution ( . ) contains all the information on the rotational part of the ow and on the deviations of the uid depth. us, using ( . ) and ( . ) for given values of m, n, and ε, the Rossby-Haurwitz wave solution can also be written as
we can show that every Rossby-Haurwitz wave eigenfunction has the same total energy, i.e.,
where the second equality follows from an integration by parts and the use of ( . ), and where the third equality follows from the orthonormality relation ( . ). e normalization constant E introduced in ( . ) and ( . ) can now be interpreted as the globally integrated total energy per unit mass for each Rossby-Haurwitz wave mode. Note that the condition n ≫ ε , which is the condition that the spheroidal harmonics are well-approximated by the spherical harmonics, is also the condition that most of the energy is in kinetic form. With this energy normalization, each Rossby-Haurwitz wave eigenfunction has a di erent potential enstrophy. From ( . ) and ( . ) we can easily show that
so that the potential enstrophy of a particular RossbyHaurwitz wave eigenfunction is proportional to the spheroidal harmonic eigenvalue α mn (ε), which, as shown in Tables -, increases with n for xed m and increases with m for xed n − m .
In the very early days of numerical weather prediction, forecasts were made over a regional domain using the nondivergent barotropic model. As computer power increased, the barotropic model domain became nearly hemispheric. When these nearly hemispheric forecasts were compared to observations, it was soon noticed (Wol ; Cressman ; WiinNielsen ) that the nondivergent model produced an erroneous westward propagation of ultralong waves. As discussed by Phillips ( ), this error was initially reduced by "arti cially holding those wavenumbers xed during the integration. Later, Cressman ( ) obtained a slightly better error reduction by introducing an empirical correction for the divergence that can be present in a barotropic model with a free surface." Phillips also noted that "it is not easy to think of an improvement to the empirical corrections introduced by Cressman." is issue can now be reexamined by writing ( . ) in the form Figure 2 . Isolines of the ''quasi-geostrophic frequency correction factor," defined as n(n + ) αmn(ε), for ε = , , , .
and noting that the factor n(n + ) α mn (ε) modi es the nondivergent Rossby-Haurwitz wave frequency Ωm [n(n + )] to the quasi-geostrophic Rossby-Haurwitz wave frequency ν mn (ε). e "quasi-geostrophic frequency correction factor" n(n + ) α mn (ε) represents a theoretical alternative to the empirical correction factor of Cressman. Isolines of this frequency correction factor in (m, n)-space for ε = , , , are presented in the four panels of Fig. . For ε = the correction factor is near unity except for the ultralong waves m = , , . As ε increases, the correction factor becomes signi cantly less than unity over a growing region of wavenumber space. us, the quasi-geostrophic RossbyHaurwitz wave frequency ν mn (ε) is consistently smaller than the corresponding barotropic frequency. Since the spheroidal harmonic eigenvalue α mn (ε) arises from the operator ∇ − εµ a , while the spherical harmonic eigenvalue n(n + ) arises from the operator ∇ , the factor n(n + ) α mn (ε) arises because the quasi-geostrophic model makes a mathematical distinction between vorticity and potential vorticity while the barotropic model does not. We can summarize this discussion by noting that the whole problem of erroneous westward propagation of ultralong waves could have been avoided if early attempts at prediction using barotropic models had been based on the formulation ( . )-( . ) rather than the nondivergent barotropic formulation.
During the nal review stage of this paper, we were made aware of recent work of Verkley ( ), who has independently reached many of the conclusions given here in Section . In particular, he has presented a detailed comparison of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the quasigeostrophic Rossby-Haurwitz waves with the corresponding primitive equation results of Longuet-Higgins ( ). He has also presented an interesting argument that legitimizes, to some extent, the common practice of approximating µ in ( . ) by a constant. Verkley's results extend those of Wunderer ( ), who has compared the Rossby-Haurwitz eigenvalues for the linear balance model (see also Moura ) and the quasi-geostrophic model with those calculated from the hemispheric semigeostrophic theory of Magnusdottir and Schubert ( ).
5. Quasi-geostrophic turbulence on the sphere e total energy principle, obtained by multiplying ( . ) by −ψ and integrating over the sphere, is dE dt = , where
is the total energy. Using the spheroidal harmonic expansions for ψ(λ, µ, t) and q(λ, µ, t), we can express E in spectral space as
where we have used the orthonormality relation ( . ) to obtain the rst equality in the last line, the invertibility principle q * mn = −a − α mn ψ * mn to obtain the second equality in the last line, and where we have de ned
Equation ( . ) is the "Parseval relation" for the total energy. It allows us to compute the total energy of the atmosphere either by an integral of (∇ψ ⋅ ∇ψ + εa − µ ψ ) over physical space or by a sum of a − α mn ψ mn over spheroidal harmonic wavenumber space. e potential enstrophy principle, obtained by multiplying ( . ) by q and integrating over the sphere, is dZ dt = , where
is the potential enstrophy. Using the spheroidal harmonic expansion for q(λ, µ, t), we can express Z in spectral space as
where we have again used the orthonormality relation ( . ) to obtain the last line in ( . ). Using ( . ), this can also be written as
Equation ( . ) is the "Parseval relation" for the potential enstrophy. It allows us to compute the total potential enstrophy either by an integral of q over physical space or by a sum of q mn over spheroidal harmonic wavenumber space. As discussed by Charney ( ), energy moves toward lower wavenumber while potential enstrophy moves toward higher wavenumber. Because of this cascade in opposite directions, potential enstrophy is more subject to small scale dissipation, and hence can be selectively decayed while energy is nearly conserved even in the presence of dissipation. However, as energy moves to lower wavenumber, the e ects of the earth's sphericity become important, and largescale structures begin to elongate in the east-west direction.
is "Rhines barrier" has traditionally been thought of in a one-dimensional wavenumber (or total wavenumber) space. For barotropic ows, the concept has been extended to two-dimensional wavenumber space by Vallis and Maltrud (
) and Huang and Robinson ( ). As the energy cascades towards smaller wavenumbers, an "anisotropic Rhines barrier" is reached, so that the cascade tends to proceed farther in the region of wavenumber space where the zonal wavenumber is small. e spherical quasi-geostrophic theory presented here provides a framework for extending these concepts from two-dimensional wavenumber space to three-dimensional wavenumber space. Instead of viewing the "anisotropic Rhines barrier" as a line in two-dimensional wavenumber space (m, n), we can view the barrier as a surface in three-dimensional wavenumber space (m, n, ε).
To quantify these ideas, we rst note that ( . ) contains nonlinear advection of q and a linear term associated with Rossby-Haurwitz waves. e Rossby-Haurwitz wave frequency is given by Ωm α mn (ε). e turbulent frequency is given by a − [α mn (ε)] V rms , where V rms is the root-meansquare velocity. e dynamics is wavelike if
while it is dominated by turbulence if
e anisotropic Rhines barrier is de ned by equating the two time scales, which, a er some rearrangement, leads to
For a given V rms ( Ωa) and a given ε, ( . ) de nes a curve in the spheroidal harmonic wavenumber plane (m, n). Several such curves, for Ωa = ms − and for di erent values of V rms , are displayed in Fig. . For a given V rms , the region below the appropriate Rhines curve is wavelike, while the region above the curve is dominated by turbulence. By superposing these gures one can visualize a three-dimensional Rhines surface that dictates the lowest wavenumbers to which a turbulent ow can cascade.
Concluding remarks
In the historical development of quasi-geostrophic theory (see Phillips for a review) the midlatitude β-plane version has played the lead role. However, in the modern era of global climate models, a fully spherical version of quasigeostrophic theory is useful for a variety of purposes. We have discussed a form of shallow water quasi-geostrophic theory that can describe low Rossby number ows on the entire sphere-a form that dates back to the pioneering work of Kuo (
) and Charney and Stern ( ). e theory is concisely stated by the potential vorticity conservation relation ( . ) and the invertibility principle ( . ). Except for sectoral modes of low zonal wavenumber, this theory accurately approximates the Rossby-Haurwitz wave spectrum associated with the primitive equations. is makes the theory (or its extension to the continuously strati ed case) useful for application to such problems as Rossby-Haurwitz wave dispersion on the sphere and the vertical propagation of Rossby-Haurwitz waves into the stratosphere.
e global quasi-geostrophic theory presented here has incorporated several important ingredients: (i) To obtain an invertibility principle from ( . ) we have chosen to leave ∇ ψ unchanged and to approximate gh by Ωµψ, rather than leaving gh unchanged and approximating ∇ ψ in terms of gh.
(ii) e ow partitioning is between nondivergent and irrotational components rather than between geostrophic and ageostrophic components.
(iii) Spheroidal harmonics are introduced and utilized to transform the theory into spectral space, an extension that simpli es the invertibility principle and facilitates the understanding of Rossby-Haurwitz waves and the cascades of energy and potential enstrophy.
To the authors' knowledge, all three of these ingredients have not been fully brought together before to exploit the advantages of global quasi-geostrophic theory, particularly ingredient (iii). Ingredients (i) and (ii) are not new and can be found together in previous literature, such as the classic papers of Kuo ( ) and Charney and Stern ( ) and also the more recent work of Verkley ( ). Although the works of Kuo and Verkley do recognize a connection of this theory with spheroidal harmonics, neither of these works fully develop and utilize this important connection. We also note that spheroidal harmonics are brie y discussed by LonguetHiggins ( , ) in the context of asymptotic approximations to Laplace's tidal equations and by Dickinson ( ) in the context of the vertical propagation of planetary waves from the troposphere into the stratosphere.
JAMES
Vol. 1 2009 adv-model-earth-syst.org It is interesting to note that Matsuno ( ) has formulated a linear version of global quasi-geostrophic theory that does not use ingredients (i) or (ii). In that work, the ow partition is into geostrophic and ageostrophic components, and the invertibility principle is expressed in terms of the geopotential rather than the streamfunction. To the authors' knowledge, a full nonlinear version of Matsuno's model has not been developed. Finally, we refer to the work of Karoly and Hoskins ( ), Mak ( ), Marshall and Molteni ( ), and eiss ( ), who studied the equatorward energy cascade, critical latitude, and the predominance of cyclonic vortices in geostrophic turbulence.
e theories presented in these papers are global to a certain extent, but do not include the full variability of the Coriolis parameter since their invertibility principles use a constant Rossby length rather than the εµ a form of ( . ).
Some of the issues that have arisen here have also played important roles in the history of numerical weather prediction. Not long a er the encouraging results obtained by Charney et al. ( ) using the barotropic model, Charney ( ) constructed a -level quasi-geostrophic model for the numerical prediction of cyclogenesis. As shown by Phillips ( , ), this model failed to produce an accurate forecast of storm location for an interesting example of cyclogenesis on the east coast of the United States. In his analysis of the cause of this failure, Phillips concluded that the problem was in the use of geopotential rather than streamfunction. For example, in the shallow water context, the formula for the potential vorticity anomaly, q = ∇ ψ − ( Ωµ h )h, and the conservation law for q can be approximated in two ways: (A) Leave the ( Ωµ h )h term in its present form, approximate the vorticity ∇ ψ by its geostrophic value (i.e., in terms of ∇ h), and advect q using the geostrophic wind.
(B) Leave the ∇ ψ term in its present form, approximate the ( Ωµ h )h term by (εµ a )ψ, and advect q using the nondivergent wind (u ψ , v ψ ).
Method (A), the conventional method used by Charney ( ), treats the initial mass eld as "exact", while the accuracy of the initial wind eld is limited by the geostrophic approximation. In contrast, method (B) treats the initial nondivergent wind as "exact", while the accuracy of the initial mass eld is limited by the local linear balance approximation gh = Ωµψ. Phillips pointed out that ordinary scale analysis is not useful in deciding which method is best. However, he argues that experience shows that method (B) seems to be best because typical atmospheric ow patterns are such that it is more important to have a good representation of the wind rather than the temperature. In fact, the failure of Charney's ( ) model to accurately forecast storm location during cyclogenesis can be attributed to the erroneously large PV advection by the geostrophic winds. Phillips concludes that "quasi-geostrophic models might have been more productive in the United States if they had used streamfunction in place of geopotential." Unfortunately, "this possibility for improvement in the quasi-geostrophic model was realized too late," since interest was shi ing to the use of the primitive equations. Concerning the relative merits of methods (A) and (B), we have reached the same conclusion as Phillips, but our arguments deal with the extension of quasi-geostrophic theory to the entire sphere rather than the forecast accuracy of midlatitude cyclogenesis. us, there are at least two good reasons to prefer method (B) over method (A).
In closing we note that a wide variety of nite di erence and spectral methods can be used to solve ( . ) and ( . ). In terms of spectral methods we have the choice of using either spheroidal harmonics or spherical harmonics as basis functions. e advantage of the former is that the spheroidal harmonic transform of ( . ) is a simple (i.e., diagonal) algebraic relation between the spectral coe cients of ψ and q, as given by ( . ). In contrast, the spherical harmonic transform of ( . ) results in a tridiagonal algebraic system relating the spectral coe cients of ψ and q.
us, the use of spheroidal harmonic basis functions may be preferable in the shallow water context. However, in a multilayer model of a continuously strati ed uid we obtain an invertibility principle of the form ( . ) for each vertical mode, with each mode having a distinct value of ε.
en, for e cient numerical integrations, we would need to precompute and store spheroidal harmonic basis sets for each ε. us, for multilayer models, it is probably preferable to use a spherical harmonic basis set, even though the resulting algebraic form of ( . ) is tridiagonal rather than diagonal. However, it should be noted that, even though an e cient numerical integration might use a spherical harmonic basis, the diagnostic analysis of energy and potential enstrophy cascades could be more insightful in the context of spheroidal harmonic basis functions. Further discussion and applications of the continuously strati ed version of quasi-geostrophic theory on the sphere are given in Silvers (
). A detailed analysis of the appropriate spectral methods for the strati ed case will be presented in a forthcoming paper.
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Appendix A: Calculation of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the spheroidal wave equation e eigenvalues α mn (ε) and the eigenfunctions S mn (ε; µ) of the spheroidal wave equation ( . ) are computed using a method adapted from Hodge (
). e key step of this method is to consider the associated Legendre expansion ) where the summation begins at r = and runs over even integers if n − m is even, or begins at r = and runs over odd integers if n − m is odd, and where d mn r (ε) are the expansion coe cients of S mn (ε; µ) in terms of the associated Legendre functions P m n (µ).
e associated Legendre functions satisfy the di erential equation
and the orthonormality condition
Note that S mn (ε; µ) and P m n (µ) are both even functions about µ = if n − m is an even integer, while they are both odd functions about µ = if n − m is an odd integer. Substituting the associated Legendre expansion (A. ) into the ordinary di erential equation ( . ), and then using (A. ), we obtain
Since the associated Legendre functions satisfy the recurrence relation ) or equivalently
we can easily show that
When (A. ) is used in the last term on the le hand side of (A. ), we immediately conclude that the expansion coecients d mn r (ε) must satisfy the three term recurrence relation ) where
When the system (A. ) for the expansion coe cients d mn r (ε) is written in matrix form, the nonzero elements of the matrix are seen to be on the main diagonal and a distance two above and below the main diagonal. To convert the problem (A. ) to a simple tridiagonal form we introduce the reindexing ) where s = if n − m is even and s = if n − m is odd. For simplicity we have omitted the relevant superscripts from D q , E q , F q , and a q . Using these de nitions, (A. ) takes the tridiagonal form
We can now convert (A. ) to a tridiagonal, symmetric matrix problem by considering the new variable b q , de ned in terms of a q by
Substituting (A. ) into (A. ) and multiplying the result by
for q ≥ , which can also be written in the matrix form
To summarize, the eigenvalues α mn (ε) and eigenfunctions S mn (ε; µ) for a given ε are computed as follows. For a particular zonal wavenumber m, rst choose s = and then compute D q , E q , F q from (A. )-(A. ). A er solving the symmetric, tridiagonal eigensystem problem (A. ), convert b q to a q via (A. ), and then a q to d mn q+s via the last entry in (A. ). is whole procedure is then repeated for s = , the net result being that we have found all the eigenvalues α mn (ε) and expansion coe cients d mn r (ε) for a given zonal wavenumber m. Since the eigenfunctions S mn (ε; µ) are only determined to within a multiplicative constant, the nal step is to normalize them in such a way that ( . ) is satis ed.
In practice the number of terms in the summation on the right hand side of (A. ) and the number of rows and columns in (A. ) must be nite. Since our global quasi-geostrophic model uses triangular truncation with maximum wavenumber M, the sums in ( . ) are over m ≤ M and n ≤ M, and we must accurately compute the eigenvalues α mn (ε) and the eigenfunctions S mn (ε; µ) over this range of m and n.
us, the upper limit of the sum in (A. ) must be larger than M. However, it need only be slightly larger than M because of the rapid convergence of the associated Legendre expansion (A. ).
Appendix B: Asymptotic forms of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for large epsilon
To derive asymptotic forms for the eigenvalues α mn (ε) and eigenfunctions S mn (µ; ε) we rst note that the substitution S mn (µ; ε) = ( − µ ) m U mn (µ; ε) transforms the ordinary di erential equation ( . ) to
(B. )
De ning y = ε µ, (B. ) becomes
When ε → ∞ and y ≪ ε , (B. ) is approximated by ) an equation that plays a central role in equatorial β-plane theory (Matsuno ). Bounded solutions exp − y H r (y) exist when ε − α mn = r + for r = , , , . . ., where H r (y) is the Hermite polynomial of order r.
us, as ε → ∞, the spheroidal function S mn (µ; ε) becomes proportional to exp − y H r (y). To determine r we argue as follows. For given m, n, S mn (µ; ε) has the same number of zeroes no matter what the value of ε. Since S mn (µ; ) = P mn (µ), and since the associated Legendre function P mn (µ) has n − m zeroes in the range − < µ < , S mn (µ; ε) also has n − m zeroes in this range. Since the Hermite polynomial H r (y) has r zeroes in the range −∞ < y < ∞, we conclude that S mn (µ; ε) becomes proportional to exp − y H n−m (y) as ε → ∞. In summary,
as ε → ∞. It should be noted that, while the derivation of (B. ) shows the connection with equatorial β-plane theory, the asymptotic formula ( . ) is considerably more accurate than (B. 
